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Agenda 
Time (EEST) Programme
9.30 Coffee, tea, fruits
10.00 Seminar

• Welcoming words, introduction to CBDS
• Upcoming publication, Handbook on cross border data 

exhange
• Data exchange between Finnish and Estonian population 

registers
• Introduction to Information management map of public 

administration.
12.00 Lunch
13.30 Workshop

15:30 Brief summary of the day
16.00 End



Nordic and Baltic countries :‘cross-border by default’ principle in the organisation of digital 
services

Project aims to increase effectiveness of cross-border data exchange and to provide solutions 
for cross-border data exchange and cooperation between authorities

Achieving the World's Smoothest Cross-Border 
Mobility and Daily Life Through Digitalisation



In 2021, a Baseline study of three selected life events/work packages was conducted:

― Studying in another Nordic or Baltic country
― The use of health services in another Nordic or Baltic country
― The versatile use of the Nordic and Baltic legal databases

Investigated key parties, data repositories, services, data exchange requirements and possible 
administrative and legislative bottlenecks from the perspective of cross-border everyday lives 
of people and businesses.

Baseline study



EIF
Baseline study was based on the European Interoperability Framework 
(EIF), to discover barriers for cross-border data exchange on different 
levels:
― Organisational barriers
― Legal barriers
― Semantic barriers
― Technical barriers



Discovered barriers
Organisational interoperability Legal interoperability

Development not coordinated between countries –
timelines do not match, and are determined based on 
national needs and priorities

Insufficient financing for cross-border services –
financing directed towards services serving national
needs

Some countries have utilised EU financing, but in some 
countries, all actors have not been aware of such
opportunities

Cross-border data exchange not allowed by
legislation – and can be a politically sensitive issue

Data protection regulation issues – data 
protection and data security.

Legal barriers were usually found the most
difficult to eliminate



Discovered barriers
Semantic interoperability Technical interoperability

International standards, thesauri and code
systems – though these often exist, their use
varies considerably both between administrative
branches and between countries

Often semantic interoperability problems even
within countries

Was often seen as the easiest part – if other
interoperability barriers were eliminated, the tools
for technical interoperability were thought
comparatively easy to find



Interoperability with joint initiatives provide a wider  framework for enhancing cross-border 
data exchange and tools to secure legal, organisational, semantic and technical 
interoperability across borders. These include:

 The European Commission’s proposal for a trusted and secure Digital Identity for all 
Europeans (the eIDAS revision)

 European Digital Wallet
 SDG Single Digital Gateway
 eHealth Digital Service Infrastructure (eHDSI) and European Health Data Space (EHDS)
 The European Legislation Identifier (ELI), the European metadata standard for legal 

information

Working hypothesis for the handbook



― Which barriers to cross-border data exchange have been detected?
― Will the joint initiatives solve discovered barriers in WP1 / WP2 / WP3 ?
― If not, which barriers still remain/which use cases are still problematic?
― What other solutions can be utilised to solve the remaining problems?

Handbook suggests a framework and solutions for cross-border data exchange and 
describes identified best practices

Handbook structure



A crucial factor in increasing the effectiveness of cross-border data exchange is to find the key 
representatives from each country who possess deep knowledge of the practices, processes, 
key responsible parties in the country as well as the country-specific challenges, strengths, 
concerns, and other viewpoints to the project execution and outcomes regarding each of the 
three work packages.



― Analysis of financing opportunities on a supranational level 
― Report on the use of machine translations on selected use cases
― Cost benefit analysis to be conducted at WP1 “Improved cross-border digital services for 

studying abroad in the Nordic and Baltic Countries (CBDS-Study)”
― Technical analysis of joint legal database search interphase completed, followed by a cost 

benefit analysis on chosen cases and a minimum viable product proof of concept
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Workshops today

The aim is to continue the work started and examine cross border data exchange 
practices between authorities at the Nordic and Baltic countries. The results of the 
workshop will aid in creating a handbook on cross border data exchange, and a 
framework to fortify and facilitate data exchange between the Nordic and Baltic 
countries, as well as to solve and prevent challenges facing it.

Studying in another 
Nordic-Baltic country

Using healthcare 
services in another 
Nordic country or the 
Baltic region

A search engine for 
statutes covering the 
Nordic and Baltic 
countries’ legislation











Information management map of public
administration
• describes the way in which information management is organised in 

public administration

• allows actors to plan and develop the interoperability of public 
administration information pools and information systems



Purpose of the map

• To direct different actors with a general view of what the key 
information pools in public administration are

• what information are maintained
• how the information they contain is utilized
• how is the disclosure of information between different information 

pools organized
• under what conditions could the actors access the information
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Baseline study report:
https://pub.norden.org/temanord2021-547

Presentations:
https://wiki.dvv.fi/display/WSCMD/Seminar+for+national+experts+i
n+Helsinki%2C+Finland+13th+October+%7C+Workshop



Thank you!


